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     Introduction:  The majority of the world’s meteorite finds 

come from either the hot deserts of Africa and the Middle East or 

from the blue ice fields of Antarctica.   Since meteorite recovery 

in Antarctica is restricted for science, collectors and dealers 

looked for other opportunities to participate in the excitement of 

finding meteorites. Eventually the market places of Algeria and 

Morocco, along with various hot African deserts became the best 

places for non-scientists to acquire meteorites.  In the present 

study a comparison is made between the various types of meteor-

ites recovered from systematic, well documented searches to the 

random meteorites found in “bulk” purchases.  

     Libya:  Throughout the 2000’s the Planetary Studies Founda-

tion (PSF) collaborated with the Pelisson brothers in their mete-

orite recovery efforts in the Dar al Gani and Hamada al Hamra 

regions of Libya, and in the Acfer region of Algeria.  Their search 

techniques were systematic and produced well documented finds. 

In total, PSF classified 65 of their finds that identified such im-

portant meteorites as Acfer 324, a 69g CR2, Acfer 353, a 11935g 

eucrite, and DaG 749, a >95kg CO3 [1].     

Oman:  A systematic search and GPS reference approach was 

also employed by an amateur collector during three field seasons 

(2009, 2010, & 2011) in Oman.  In total 137 meteorites were re-

covered and later classified by the PSF.  The majority of the finds 

were L4’s (41), L5’s (29), L6’s (12) and H5’s (19).  Based upon 

their relative GPS coordinates, it is most likely that these meteor-

ites represent several pairings. Among the remaining meteorites 

are 3 H3’s, an L3, a diogenite, a 466g pmict EUC (JaH 626), a 

1725g  CV3 ( Sau566), and an 88g LL7 chondrite (Dho 1753).  

    Purchased NWA’s:  80 undocumented stone meteorites were 

purchased in Morocco from two different sources.  Subsequent 

microprobe analyses classified 36 L4’s, 25 L5’s, and 19 others 

that included a petrographic assortment of different H, L, and LL-

type chondrites. Two important discoveries in this last group 

were a 280g L3.8 chondrite (NWA 4175) and a 432g re-

crystallized ureilite (NWA 4165) [2]. 

    Discussion: This study confirms that the systematic meteorite 

recovery approach from the hot desert regions of Africa produces 

a variety of significant finds along with the opportunity to create 

detailed strewn-field maps. Alternatively, significant finds are 

also made from the undocumented bulk purchases but any sug-

gestion of possible pairings would be inaccurate.  In either case 

the importance of researching NWA specimens is clear as evident 

by the large number of interesting achondrites, lunar and Martian 

meteorites that have come from these regions.   
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